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Catalog Number

Notes Type

Example: 10721 BZAORDERING INFORMATION
Choose the boldface catalog nomenclature that best suits your needs and write it on the
appropriate line. Order accessories and replacement parts as separate catalog numbers.

DIMENSIONS

Indoor Decorative

Priscilla
Sconce

Compact Spiral Fluorescent
w/Integrated Ballast

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
INTENDED USE
Provides accent illumination that visually expands the space and creates a
relaxing atmosphere in residential and commercial applications.  Ideal for use
in dining areas, foyers, bedrooms, hallways/stairways and offices.

ATTRIBUTES
Antique bronze finish and amber colored glass shade with floral design pro-
vide soft illumination.  Includes (1) 13W compact spiral 2700K fluorescent lamp
(for energy efficiency, superior color rendering and long life) with integrated
electronic 120V 60Hz GU24-pin base ballast (ensures no flickering and quiet
operation without interfering with other home electronics).

For use with non-dimmable switches only.

All mounting hardware included.

LISTING
CUL listed to US safety standards and suitable for damp locations. ENERGY
STAR® qualified.

WARRANTY
Guaranteed for two years against mechanical defects in manufacture.
(Excludes lamp)

Nominal Lamp Model Number (A) Width (B) Length (C) Extension*
Size Configuration Number of Lamps inches (cm) inches (cm) inches (cm)

16" 10721 (1) 13W compact spiral 6-1/4" (15.8) 15-3/8" (38.2) 6-1/4" (15.8)
lamp w/integrated ballast

* Extension from wall     All dimensions are in inches (centimeters)

Accessories/Replacement parts

CF13INLB27 GU24 13W compact spiral 2700K fluorescent lamp w/integrated
electronic 120V 60Hz GU24-pin base ballast

Options

(Consult factory)

Finish

BZA Antique Bronze

BZA

Model Number

10721 (1) 13W compact spiral 2700K fluorescent lamp
w/integrated electronic 120V 60Hz GU24-pin base
ballast Included

10721

(A)

(C)

(B)



Priscilla  Sconce
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PHOTOMETRICS

Full photometric data report available within 2 weeks from request.  Consult factory.
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